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Summary: HonestyFirstReviews.com releases a review of Work From No Home the best-selling marketing  
course from IM whiz kid Peng Joon that intends to teach aspiring internet marketers how to achieve the "dot  
com" lifestyle. 

Work From No Home has become a best selling program for internet marketers eager to learn how to make a full 
time living online, prompting a critical review by HonestyFirstReviews.com's Tiffany Hendricks. 

"Work From No Home is the brainchild of Peng Joon a well known internet marketer with a number of popular 
training courses to his credit," reports Hendricks. "According to Joon, he was able to generate $12,614, in 29 
days, while on vacation using the method taught in this program. Needless to say, we were curious to investigate 
just what he is teaching and report on it for our website visitors."

In a video on Joon's website he documents his 29 day trip, checking into his online accounts every couple of 
days to report on his sales numbers. Joon started a new website using his "Work From No Home" method the 
first day of his trip and was able to generate over twelve thousand dollars from that website alone while on 
vacation. (Click here to watch the video and see proof of Joon's earnings.)

"Many skeptics doubt whether this sort of income can realistically be generated through websites," says 
Hendricks. "While only a small of those who dabble in internet marketers ever become successful, there 
certainly are many others, like Joon who area able to make as much as seven figures per month, consistently. 
That said, I think the big the to remember with these sorts of courses is that no matter how good the information, 
one still needs to be very dedicated and put in old fashioned 'roll up the sleeves' hard work to get these sorts of 
results."

Work From No Home is delivered digitally online, allowing customers instant access to all training materials. 
The multimedia course includes a PDF guide book, several videos and case studies that walk users through the 
process of setting up websites, using current methods for generating targeted traffic, and converting that web 
traffic into sales. 
 
"Unlike a lot of internet marketing courses offering so-called 'push button software', Work From No Home 
provides a full system for setting up an online business," says Hendricks. "While there is more 'work' involved 
here beyond just pushing a button once this sort of passive income stream is set up it doesn't require much 
maintenance. I've been marketing online for years myself so I definitely understand why people want to learn 
these strategies. Being able to work from your laptop from anywhere in the world is pretty hard to beat."

Those wishing to purchase Work From No Home, or for more information, click here.

Tiffany Hendricks provides reviews of the best internet marketing courses, software and digital training 
programs on her website HonestyFirstReviews.com.
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